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Re-assessing foreign policy

1969–72

There could be no special partnership between Britain and the 
United States, even if Britain wanted it.

Prime Minister Heath to President Pompidou, May 19711

The jilted lover

According to Henry Kissinger, Edward Heath rejected a close working part-
nership with Richard Nixon, which left him feeling akin to that of  a ‘jilted 
lover’.2 Kissinger’s analysis has had an incredible impact upon the subse-
quent scholarly assessments of  the US–UK relationship. As Heath’s official 
biographer Philip Ziegler has claimed, ‘Certainly it was no fault of  President 
Nixon’s if  the special relationship languished’.3 As the argument runs, Heath 
was determined to attain membership of  the EEC because this would bolster 
a stagnant British economy, and promote Britain’s international influ-
ence. France, having vetoed British membership on two previous occasions 
in 1963 and 1967, had to be convinced that Britain could be a ‘European 
country’. Accordingly, Heath disassociated from the US–UK special relation-
ship in order to prove his European credentials, and thus undermine the 
perennial French fear that Britain would act as an American Trojan Horse 
within the EEC.4 

This interpretation has been challenged by other scholars. Rather than 
it being London’s enthusiasm for a weakening of  the special relationship, 
the cause of  this lay with Washington. The Nixon administration’s secre-
tive foreign policy resulted in Britain being ignored and British policy-makers 
therefore sought to re-galvanise their influence internationally by entrenching 
a European foreign policy.5 Other commentators have attempted to synthesise 
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Re-assessing foreign policy 25

such arguments. The Nixon administration’s indifference towards the special 
relationship coupled with a British foreign policy pursuing a more European 
path resulted in the special relationship becoming near redundant. It was only 
once the consequences of  the global economic and energy crisis of  1973–74 
became apparent that the special relationship became prevalent again.6 

Central in many of  these accounts is the role played by certain individual 
policy-makers. Henry Kissinger, in particular, is seen to have had a malevo-
lent effect upon US–UK relations.7 As one leading scholar of  US–UK relations 
declares, US–UK difficulties ‘certainly owed something to Kissinger’s ego’.8 This 
line of  argument appears especially popular amongst former British officials.9 
Certainly, as recent scholarship has demonstrated, Kissinger’s penchant for 
presenting himself  as the archetypal proponent of  realpolitik should be chal-
lenged, given that his actions could be dictated by anger, jealously and suspicion 
of  his bureaucratic rivals.10 Personalities, and especially that of  Kissinger, did 
have an impact, often a detrimental one, upon the course of  US−UK relations.11 
Nonetheless, such arguments should not be taken too far. US–UK relations are 
far greater than simply the behaviour of  a few men. Indeed, if  one is to accept 
the arguments of  some scholars, one would be left with the impression that the 
entire US–UK relationship was virtually single-handedly controlled by Henry 
Kissinger. While personal relations in the conduct of  international affairs 
are important, they are not overriding in determining the course of  relations 
between states. Economic, security, political and domestic factors all play an 
important role in determining the development of  events. Accordingly, these 
areas feature prominently below.12

Existing accounts have also tended to focus too heavily upon moments of  
crisis and acrimony between the two states. US–UK differences concerning 
the ceasing of  the post-World War II Bretton Woods economic consensus, the 
India–Pakistan War, the ‘Year of  Europe’ and the fourth Arab–Israeli War have 
all been emphasised. This is not unreasonable given the sometimes serious 
ramifications which emanated from such disagreements. Yet, as other analysts 
have highlighted, focusing solely on such events presents a distorted image of  
this era, and continued military, nuclear and intelligence cooperation between 
the two countries was hardly symbolic of  a relationship that was supposedly 
‘All at sea’.13 

Accordingly, it is argued below that certain aspects of  the US–UK relation-
ship functioned smoothly throughout this period (1969–72). In contradiction to 
the typical portrayal of  Edward Heath actively shunning close US–UK coopera-
tion, it is shown that in some areas it was actively re-energised.14 This was most 
obvious related to the updating of  Britain’s strategic nuclear weapons system, 
Polaris. Where US–UK difficulties did arise, these stemmed from differences 
towards détente, EEC entry and the re-ordering of  the world’s financial system. 
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26 A strained partnership?

For US–UK relations, 1969–72 should be seen as a period of  transition, rather 
than one of  crisis. Nevertheless, it must be remembered that many areas of  diffi-
culty for US–UK relations were largely ignored by policy-makers during this time. 
As shown throughout subsequent chapters, these unresolved differences were to 
create a number of  problems for US–UK relations in the following years.

Dramatis personae 

Nixon, as with all presidents, brought his own style of  conducting foreign 
affairs to the White House.15 He was determined to centralise the creation of  
foreign policy in the White House because he was distrustful of  the traditional 
centres of  power in Washington. In Nixon’s assessment, his years as vice- 
president (1953–61) had demonstrated how the Washington bureaucracy was 
able to manipulate the president into pursuing choices which ‘they’ wanted. 
In Nixon’s estimation, the CIA was full of  ‘Ivy League Liberals’ who disdained 
him. Worse yet, Nixon distrusted the work of  the CIA and believed that many 
of  its analysts had a tendency to utilise intelligence as a means to support pre-
existing conclusions.16

As one former director of  the CIA (DCI) recalls, Nixon ‘despised’ the agency, 
not least because he was convinced that it had worked with John F. Kennedy in 
the 1960 presidential election to undermine his candidacy.17 As such, the role 
of  the DCI (Richard Helms) was severely curtailed, and all intelligence assess-
ments were instructed to run through the office of  Henry Kissinger.18 Kissinger 
also made sure that Helms would never meet with the president alone, and 
that all intelligence estimates that were to reach the president had to be in 
Kissinger’s possession ‘at least 48 hours’ beforehand.19 This meant that all of  
the intelligence assessments that were to reach the president could be vetted 
by Kissinger and duly influenced according to his design. As national secu-
rity adviser, therefore, Kissinger effectively functioned as Nixon’s ‘principal’ 
intelligence officer. It is with authority then that Richard H. Immerman notes, 
‘Richard Nixon had no use for sources of  intelligence other than his own – 
which meant Henry Kissinger’s’.20

The new president’s opinion of  the State Department was little better. As one 
prominent journalist recollected, Nixon ‘distrusted the state department which 
he considered both fuzzy minded and a nest of  holdover liberal Democrats’.21 
Nixon’s disdain for the State Department is captured well by his comment that 
it was staffed by ‘striped pant faggots’.22 Worse still, the president believed that 
the existing Washington bureaucracy was actively seeking to undermine his 
policies. In order to overcome this, Nixon wanted to replace all of  the existing 
bureaucrats with his own appointees.23 On matters related to foreign policy, 
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Re-assessing foreign policy 27

Nixon was determined to centralise its creation and execution from within the 
White House. Nixon believed that a sort of  inertia had enveloped US foreign 
policy, and it was only through the White House that foreign policy could be 
properly debated and re-conceptualised. In the subsequent years, the opin-
ions of  the CIA, Pentagon and State Department were to be largely ignored. As 
Arthur Schlesinger noted, Nixon’s conduct really did mark the zenith of  the 
‘Imperial Presidency’.24

Nixon was aided in this ambition by employing a very small circle of  advisers 
in which policy choices would be debated and decided. This circle included Chief  
of  Staff  H. R. Haldeman, Deputy Chief  of  Staff  John Ehrlichman, Treasury 
Secretary John Connally and National Security Adviser Henry Kissinger. 
Haldeman’s position within the administration was particularly important 
given that Nixon wanted all matters of  substance to be channelled through 
him. Such was Haldeman’s importance that he was referred to by Nixon as 
his ‘lord high executioner’. In fact, the president made clear in one Cabinet 
meeting: ‘When [Haldeman] talks, it’s me talking.’ According to a number of  
White House insiders, nobody, not even Kissinger, could ignore Haldeman.25 

Whilst not immune to Haldeman’s presence, at least in advising the presi-
dent on foreign policy matters, Kissinger reigned supreme.26 Kissinger managed 
to achieve this in a number of  ways. First, he had been quick to centralise as 
much power in his office as possible. Thus, Kissinger – under the direction 
of  Nixon – sought to change the Washington bureaucracy, in order to strip 
the traditional centres of  influence of  their power. The State Department was 
Kissinger’s first target and, in spite of  meeting resistance, he was successful in 
diminishing its influence by forcing through a number of  changes.27 Kissinger 
did this by first warning against following Lyndon Johnson’s ‘Tuesday Lunch’ 
decision-making approach. As Kissinger suggested, this approach meant that 
the ‘discussants are frequently inadequately briefed and often unfamiliar with 
the nuances of  the issues before them’.28 To avoid this in the new administra-
tion, Kissinger advised that the National Security Council should return as the 
principal forum for discussing and deciding US policy. Here, the national secu-
rity adviser (Kissinger), working under the ‘direction of  the President’, would 
determine the agenda and lead the discussion.29 This won Nixon’s approval 
and the first National Security Decision Memorandum (NSDM) issued under 
him stated that the National Security Council would be the ‘principal forum for 
issues requiring inter-agency decisions and setting basic national objectives’. 
NSDM Number 2 re-affirmed this.30 Nixon was even more explicit within private 
communications with Kissinger.31 The State Department also lost a number of  
its advisory roles within the administration. For instance, the collective group 
meetings between various bodies were taken away from the State Department 
and placed in the hands of  Kissinger.32
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28 A strained partnership?

Kissinger’s position within the administration as the number one foreign 
policy adviser was therefore endorsed at the onset of  the Nixon administration. 
Nixon’s decision to re-establish the National Security Council as the primary 
body for debating and deciding US foreign policy enabled Kissinger to enact 
a tremendous amount of  influence upon the course of  US policy. However, it 
should be remembered that Kissinger’s position within the bureaucracy was 
far from supreme. His biggest challenge was that he did not have an insti-
tutional base from which to operate in the same fashion that a secretary of  
state or defense would have. Instead, Kissinger relied solely upon the contin-
ued good will of  the president himself. Thus, although Nixon gave greater 
prominence to his national security adviser, it was the president who assumed 
the dominant role in the Nixon–Kissinger relationship and it was Nixon who 
established the general outlines of  foreign policy. It was Kissinger’s job to then 
turn these general ambitions of  the president into reality.33 One former Nixon 
White House insider eloquently summarises the relationship thus: ‘Many of  
America’s moves in this period originated with Kissinger, but Kissinger was 
operating within the Nixon framework.’34 

On the face of  it, it is perhaps curious that a book which deals with US foreign 
policy has yet to mention the role played by the US secretary of  state. William 
Rogers was appointed as secretary of  state in 1969, and had worked with Nixon 
as a partner within the same New York law firm, had advised him as a senator 
on the Alger Hiss case and had served as the Attorney General during the 
Eisenhower administration with him. Given this, one would naturally presume 
that Rogers would have had a major role to play in US foreign policy-making 
but in reality he had limited influence upon significant aspects of  US foreign 
policy. The institutional changes to the Washington bureaucracy ensured 
that the State Department’s influence was curtailed, and Nixon’s disdain for 
the department meant he had little time for it anyhow. As such, Rogers’ main 
area of  concern was with trying to resolve the Arab–Israeli conflict. Even this 
had only been given to Rogers largely because of  Nixon’s belief  that Kissinger’s 
Jewish background would leave him incapable of  pursuing a path which was 
not profoundly pro-Israeli.35 Thus, Rogers’ influence upon US–UK relations 
was limited and occurred only sporadically. 

Melvin Laird, as Nixon’s defense secretary, had a much more influential role 
in US foreign policy which can largely be attributed to his superb bureaucratic 
in-fighting skills.36 However, on the major issues, Kissinger usually managed 
to triumph. More importantly, Kissinger had a far more consistent record of  
supporting Nixon on the most crucial issues. On all of  the critical events during 
the early days of  Nixon’s first term, be it Cuba, the potential Syria–Jordan war 
and the escalation of  hostilities in Vietnam, Kissinger steadfastly supported the 
president which, in turn, gave Kissinger more influence with Nixon.37 Laird, 
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Re-assessing foreign policy 29

however, was still important for US–UK relations and obvious areas where his 
influence would be felt included the MBFR negotiations and debates about wider 
NATO restructuring. Laird’s position on the upgrading of  Britain’s Polaris fleet 
was also of  crucial significance for British interests. Nevertheless, UK policy-
makers would predominantly gain access to Nixon via Kissinger.38 Given this, it 
is the person of  Henry Kissinger that features heavily in subsequent chapters. 

In comparison to Nixon’s distrust of  the bureaucracy, Heath worked well 
with his civil service. Heath leaned heavily on Robert Armstrong – his princi-
pal private secretary – especially on matters related to European and domestic 
policy. Douglas Hurd, who would go on to become foreign and commonwealth 
secretary during the Thatcher and Major governments (1989–95), and 
Donald Maitland, who acted as Heath’s press secretary, also enjoyed a close 
professional relationship with the prime minister. Heath also actively sought 
the advice of  Lord Carrington, secretary of  state for defence (1970–74), on 
defence and security issues.39

Burke Trend, the Cabinet secretary, enjoyed a somewhat mixed relation-
ship with Heath. Apparently, his Socratic method in proffering advice irritated 
Heath and he was also judged to have been too close with the former prime 
minister, Harold Wilson. However, for US–UK relations, and in matters 
regarding defence and wider foreign policy, Heath realised that Trend was 
indispensable, because Trend was, as one author put it, ‘Heath’s link-man with 
Nixon’.40 Trend achieved this position largely as a result of  Nixon’s insistence 
that the usual channels for international communication, i.e. via the State 
Department, be bypassed. Instead, foreign governments deemed of  importance 
were encouraged to communicate all sensitive and important matters via Henry 
Kissinger. This backchannel method is usually associated with Kissinger and 
Anatoly Dobrynin, the Soviet Union’s ambassador to Washington (1962−86). 
However, the British also engaged in backchannel diplomacy with Rowley 
Cromer (UK ambassador to Washington, 1971–74) first acting as the main 
liaison, and Trend gradually assuming the role from 1971/2 onwards.41 

Other key individuals for the management of  US–UK relations included 
Rowley Cromer, Denis Greenhill, Thomas Brimelow, Richard Sykes and Charles 
Powell.42 Cromer was the former governor of  the Bank of  England, and had 
acted as an unofficial adviser to the Conservative Party during the Labour 
governments of  Harold Wilson (1964–70). Cromer’s reward for this was to be 
appointed as the ambassador to Washington.43 Greenhill and Brimelow were 
the two officials from the Foreign and Commonwealth Office who had the most 
contact with the Nixon administration. Sykes and Powell were both important 
as they attended many of  the meetings between Cromer and key US officials. 
Once the Kissinger–Trend backchannel was established, they attended these 
meetings too.44
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30 A strained partnership?

Little has been said so far about foreign and commonwealth secretary Alec 
Douglas-Home. While he was certainly not marginalised in foreign policy-
making, Heath was keen to dominate the areas of  foreign policy that he felt 
were most important. Such aspects included Britain’s application to the EEC 
and the conduct of  US–UK relations. Furthermore, whilst Douglas-Home 
established a cordial relationship with his opposite number William Rogers, 
and was held in high regard by both Nixon and Kissinger, the reality was that 
points of  importance were communicated and discussed via backchannels. 
Consequently, communication about matters of  substance largely took place 
through Rowley Cromer and, later, Burke Trend.45 

Maintaining a presence East of Suez

On assuming office, Heath was faced with a number of  associated difficulties 
regarding the economy. Heath had inherited an economy with an unexpected 
budget deficit and his economic problems were compounded by the fact that 
his chancellor of  the exchequer, Iain Macleod, passed away soon after taking 
office. Macleod, who had spent his years in opposition crafting an alternative 
economic agenda for the country, was replaced by Anthony Barber who, by 
own admission, was ill-prepared for the job.46 In foreign affairs, two immedi-
ate points were prevalent: whether to endorse the 1967 decision to withdraw 
British military forces East of  Suez, and how to attain membership of  the EEC. 
Both of  these topics had obvious consequences for US–UK relations.47 

Throughout the 1960s, the US had made several efforts to convince the 
British to maintain their East of  Suez commitments.48 This presence included 
the two sovereign bases in Aden and Singapore, agreements to uphold security 
in a number of  states, and a number of  smaller bases located east of  the Suez 
Canal. In total the British committed close to 90,000 troops to upholding this 
role. Such efforts proved superfluous when Wilson announced in 1967 that 
Britain would begin a phased withdrawal of  its forces East of  Suez. By January 
1968, Wilson had decided that this process would be accelerated and British 
forces would be withdrawn by the end of  1971.49 Such announcements deeply 
irritated Washington with Lyndon Johnson giving the impression that a British 
withdrawal signalled that the US would have to stand alone in the defence of  
the entire Western bloc.50 

Once Nixon took office in January 1969, he too attempted to convince 
Wilson that he should reverse the East of  Suez decision. Nixon believed that 
Britain had a role to play globally and he lamented the decision not to support 
Britain during the Suez crisis (1956–57) because it resulted in Britain hasten-
ing its global retreat, which had only damaged the long-term interests of  the 
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Re-assessing foreign policy 31

US.51 Added to this, Nixon wanted a more self-reliant Europe. In practical terms 
this meant Europe would contribute more fully to its own defence needs. This 
took the moniker ‘burden-sharing’. A whole host of  domestic, strategic and 
economic factors were behind Nixon’s desire for burden-sharing. For one, the 
way in which Lyndon Johnson had financed the Vietnam War had created 
serious problems for the US economy. Thus, there was an economic imperative 
for the United States to lessen its spending commitments. The American misad-
venture in Vietnam had also encouraged calls that the United States could not 
offer open-ended commitments to foreign powers which would involve huge 
manpower and monetary resources. Therefore, on the domestic front Nixon 
was facing Congressional and public opinion pressures to reduce America’s 
global commitments. In such a context, it is not a surprise that Heath’s allu-
sion within the 1970 Conservative Party manifesto to reverse the decision to 
withdraw East of  Suez was met with approval in Washington.52

Running alongside this potential change in British defence policies were the 
efforts of  the Nixon administration to share the burden of  NATO’s conven-
tional forces more equally throughout the alliance. This was driven not only 
by the aforementioned factors but by the increasingly apparent reality of  
nuclear parity. NATO had adopted the doctrine of  ‘flexible response’ in 1967 
which superseded the previous policy of  ‘Massive Retaliation’, that being 
that any Soviet military aggression against US allies would be met with a full 
strategic nuclear response. Flexible response was designed to place a heavier 
reliance upon conventional forces in a world where rough nuclear parity 
meant Massive Retaliation was deemed no longer credible. This, so the theory 
ran, would offer decision-makers greater flexibility during a confrontation 
with the USSR and prevent a scenario where a president of  the United States 
would be forced to surrender or precipitate a nuclear Armageddon in response 
to any Soviet military aggression in Europe.53 However, NATO’s force levels fell 
well short of  being able to realistically pursue this flexible response strategy. 
As Nixon’s team had been informed prior to taking office, and soon concluded 
once in office, the Warsaw Pact held an advantage in conventional forces and 
had also reached parity with the United States in the nuclear realm.54 Given 
this, we can see why Nixon questioned whether NATO’s heavy reliance on 
nuclear weapons was credible under such circumstances. As Nixon bluntly 
stated, ‘[the] nuclear umbrella in NATO [was] a lot of  crap’.55 Less crudely, he 
informed Heath that the era of  ‘nuclear standoff ’ had dawned.56 As a result, 
Nixon concluded that a far greater emphasis had to be given to conventional 
forces. Only by improving these would a credible deterrence posture be posed 
towards the USSR.57 

Kissinger agreed largely with Nixon’s assessments on the dangers that 
nuclear parity posed for Western security. During his time at Harvard, Kissinger 
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had made similar arguments to those now being pushed by Nixon and in 1970 
he repeated such thinking to the president.58 As Kissinger noted:

We no longer can count on our nuclear weapons to deter Soviet aggressiveness 
or threat of  using force. With near parity in strategic weapons the Soviets 
probably assume that we could not credibly threaten their use except when 
faced with a direct attack on the US itself.59

Kissinger was not alone in offering such gloomy advice. The president’s other 
advisers, including Laird and Rogers, were equally pessimistic about the evolv-
ing strategic situation.60 

The Nixon administration therefore assumed a dual strategy towards the 
British. They first sought to convince both the Wilson and Heath govern-
ments to contribute further resources to the NATO alliance. They tried also to 
persuade the British to reverse their decision to withdraw their forces East of  
Suez and therefore encouraged Heath to retain as large a commitment as possi-
ble.61 Such an approach proved, ultimately, to be a wasted effort. With respect 
to NATO, the British government refused to bow to American pressure. With 
regard to the East of  Suez decision, Wilson remained unperturbed and stuck 
with his original decision. Heath, while wanting to implement a full reversal of  
Wilson’s policy, found that it was not easily reversible. The new prime minister 
therefore largely endorsed Wilson’s East of  Suez plans.62

The only discernible difference was that Britain signed a Five Power Pact 
Treaty with Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia and Singapore. It was not, 
however, a major defence treaty. As Lord Carrington put it, ‘There was no 
question of  completely putting the clock back; we accepted much of  the situ-
ation as we found it’.63 However, it should be remembered that the agreement 
did ensure that the British retained a symbolic global military role which 
Wilson’s plans would have eliminated. For Nixon, this did provide a small 
token victory. In relation to Britain’s NATO commitments, American efforts 
were equally pointless. The Heath government made it clear that Britain would 
not be contributing greater resources to NATO. All that the Heath administra-
tion offered was their auspices in trying to convince fellow NATO members to 
increase their own contributions.64

Doing as much as they can

The manner in which the Nixon administration should react to Heath’s 
defence review was vigorously debated in Washington. Melvin Laird, who was 
ever conscious of  Congressional opinion, wanted to send a message to London 
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that defence cuts were intolerable. In his assessment, Congressional demands 
for US troop withdrawals globally, and in particular throughout Europe, would 
become more vehement because of  British defence cuts. The US, therefore, 
should threaten to withdraw its troops from NATO unilaterally. This, Laird 
hoped, would force the British into retracting their own defence cuts. However, 
Laird’s advice did not attract much support within the administration. His 
deputy, David Packard, suggested that a public rebuke of  Heath’s decision 
should be issued; the approach was endorsed by William Rogers.65 

Aside from Laird, there appeared little appetite at this stage for a major 
confrontation with the UK over their defence spending. As other US offi-
cials advised, to pursue Laird’s course, or even the less bellicose options put 
forward by Packard and Rogers, would do little to serve US interests. As George 
Springsteen reasoned, the UK still contributed, as a proportion of  Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP), the most of  any European state to NATO.66 Therefore, 
to publicly admonish the Heath administration would be an unproductive 
course. More important yet, Laird’s approach was unlikely to actually change 
the British decision, meaning a confrontation would actually not serve any 
meaningful objective.67 This line of  argument gained the support of  Kissinger’s 
advisers. Helmut Sonnenfeldt, Kissinger’s key aide for European affairs, argued 
that whilst Britain’s defence commitment had not increased, Heath had not 
agreed to the scale of  cutbacks envisaged under Wilson.68 This clearly reso-
nated with Kissinger. ‘The fact is that the British have probably done about 
as much as they can,’ Kissinger informed the president.69 Such advice won 
the president’s backing. Consequently, no public rebuke was issued; nor were  
any threats of  US troop withdrawals from Europe made. Instead, when US  
officials met with their British counterparts, a sympathetic tone, along the 
terms outlined by Kissinger, was employed.70

The White House took Heath’s decision rather philosophically given that 
it ran contrary to Nixon’s policy of  burden-sharing. For US–UK relations, 
Heath’s confirmation of  Wilson’s East of  Suez policy had reduced Britain’s 
utility as an ally to the US. This, however, was not an event deemed to be 
terminal in the eyes of  the Nixon White House. Kissinger had argued against 
the notion of  a public rebuke because of  the president’s desire to establish 
solid relations with the new Conservative government.71 Moreover, the five 
power defence agreement did provide the US with a symbolic partner on the 
world stage, in that the US could plausibly argue that it was not alone in 
trying to maintain global stability. Thus, as one author has recently noted, 
the East of  Suez decision did not mean the end of  Britain’s ability to actu-
ally project global power.72 Yet, Heath’s decision did signify the increasingly 
Euro-centric nature of  British defence and foreign policy. As Lord Carrington 
wrote, ‘Defence had come full circle. It was not only to start but almost to end 
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at home.’73 Furthermore, the British had been perceived by the Nixon admin-
istration to have undermined US interests. As shown in subsequent chapters, 
when US–UK opinion collided, the Nixon administration would not always 
react in such a subdued manner. 

EEC expansion: A future competitor? 

As Denis Greenhill argued, for Edward Heath, ‘Europe came first’.74 Heath 
had demonstrated this desire during a series of  lectures at Harvard University 
in 1967 where he noted that Britain should reconfigure its foreign policy 
priorities away from the ‘Atlantic Community’ and the Commonwealth. 
Instead, Britain would shape a new Europe, which would act as a genuine 
third power centre in a world dominated by the superpowers. Thus, as one 
early biographer of  Heath noted, the EEC was a vehicle in which Britain could 
ensure a world role ‘commensurate with the role that she enjoyed in the  
past’.75 

Traditionally, historical accounts have tended to present Heath’s EEC policy 
as a zero sum affair. For these authors, Heath rejected a close relationship with 
the US in order to gain EEC membership.76 When Heath read a biography of  
himself  in which it was claimed he wanted to abandon the special relation-
ship, he scribbled in the margin ‘No’.77 Heath was correct to reject this line 
of  argument. Certainly, Heath brought his own particular brand of  realism 
to the US–UK relationship; he refused to accept that US–UK cooperation was 
always beneficial to British interests. For instance, soon after assuming office, 
Heath ordered an assessment of  US usage of  British bases globally and wanted 
to know whether it was in the British interest to grant US access to these bases. 
Both Douglas-Home and Carrington responded that it was in Britain’s inter-
est, arguing that it allowed Britain to continue exploiting US expertise in the 
nuclear and intelligence realms.78 

Nevertheless, Heath querying US rights to British bases does not automati-
cally imply that he wished to terminate such cooperation. Rather, Heath wanted 
to ensure that the US–UK relationship, as it had traditionally been conceived by 
British policy-making elites, actually continued to promote British interests. 
Relevant aspects of  the relationship, such as nuclear and intelligence sharing 
would be allowed to continue whereas other elements, such as international 
summitry, would be allowed to slip.79 Europe then was seen by Heath as a way 
of  maintaining Britain’s international position and would, much in Ernest 
Bevin’s vein of  ‘pillars’, act as one pillar for British interests. The other pillar, 
the US−UK relationship, would be retained and utilised as and when needed.80 
None of  this was seen as particularly controversial (at this stage anyhow) 
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from Washington’s perspective. The Nixon administration wished to pursue 
its détente agenda in a largely bilateral fashion. British international decline 
in recent years also undermined notions that it could act as America’s global 
lieutenant. However, as Kissinger explained, the US was not blessed with many 
close allies and the US ‘should not discourage those who feel they have a special 
friendship for us’.81 

Close US–UK relations had been sought by British policy-makers as a means 
of  upholding British global interests since the end of  the Second World War.82 
Similarly, Harold Macmillan looked towards British membership of  the EEC as 
a mechanism for managing Britain’s changing international circumstances. 
Wilson’s government also sought a similar objective. Macmillan and Wilson, 
however, were both reluctant converts to the European project. They came 
to the conclusion that British membership of  the EEC was essential for main-
taining British relevance in a world dominated by the superpowers. They 
also believed that EEC membership could help to improve Britain’s economic 
fortunes. Heath’s Euro-centric policy should not, therefore, be viewed as revo-
lutionary in the field of  British foreign policy.83 

Heath differed from his predecessors, however, in that he was more passion-
ately committed to the European ideal. For Heath, British membership of  
the EEC was imperative, not only for ensuring Britain could continue a rele-
vant world role, but also for maintaining European peace and stability. As 
one commentator noted soon after Heath’s accession to office, ‘Mr Heath will 
use all his power’ to prove that Britain could win admission into the EEC.84 
First, Heath’s background made him a suitable candidate for trying to obtain 
membership to a club that had eluded both Macmillan and Wilson as he had 
been the chief  negotiator for UK membership to the EEC under the Macmillan 
government (1960–63).85 Witnessing Charles de Gaulle veto British member-
ship, and his citing of  the US–UK special relationship as the reason for his 
action, provided Heath with first-hand experience of  France’s suspicion 
of  the US–UK relationship.86 As Donald Maitland opined, Heath ‘drew the 
clear lesson from the events of  1962/63 that the French held the key’ to 
EEC membership.87 Given this, once in office, Heath would court France and 
sought to convince French president Georges Pompidou that Britain should be 
admitted into the EEC.

Why then was Heath determined to enter the EEC? Some have suggested 
that he was passionately committed to the ideal of  European integration as a 
means of  ensuring the continent’s future peace, stability and prosperity. Whilst 
this view is not without merit, Heath’s policy was also driven by pragmatism 
and a desire to ensure that the UK could retain an influential role in world 
affairs. Heath, however, also wanted to move further and faster towards an 
integrated political Europe, which would have common foreign and defence 
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policies. Indeed, it was Heath’s intention to utilise the expansion of  the EEC as 
a vehicle for promoting this ambition in 1973. It was this feature of  Heath’s 
European policy that marked his fundamentally different approach to that of  
his predecessors.88 

Regardless of  the actual route taken, the fact remained that British member-
ship of  the EEC would have a profound impact upon US–UK relations. Obviously, 
if  the British followed the protectionist trade and monetary policies as practised 
by the EEC, this would have ramifications for US economic interests. Politically, 
given the notion that the EEC would create some type of  ‘common’ foreign 
and political policies, this would at the very least change the nature of  US–UK 
diplomacy.89 

What then of  US policy? Since the creation of  the EEC, successive US admin-
istrations had encouraged British membership as it was commonly believed 
this would revitalise the British economy and ensure Europe was driven by a 
friendly power.90 The Nixon administration did not automatically subscribe to 
such thinking. Certainly, the president reassured both Wilson and Heath on 
multiple occasions that the US supported British membership.91 Furthermore, 
Nixon even offered clandestine US support for Britain’s application.92 Given that 
this was the flagship policy of  the Heath government, it is perhaps not surpris-
ing that the president would make such utterances in a bilateral conversation. 
If, however, one studies the documentary record of  the internal debates in 
Washington, it becomes clear that considerable anxiety about British member-
ship of  the EEC existed. 

Soon after coming to power, the Nixon administration undertook a serious 
review of  US policy towards EEC enlargement. Nixon’s economic advisers were 
pushing the president to reconsider US support for EEC expansion and, reiter-
ating the types of  argument put forward since the mid-1960s, they suggested 
that EEC expansion would have a detrimental impact upon US economic inter-
ests. Nixon came under further pressure from domestic constituents with the 
Republican leadership advising that he should be more robust in challeng-
ing the protectionist trading practices of  the EEC.93 As Sonnenfeldt recalled, 
some US policy-makers were concerned about the possible development of  an 
economic ‘fortress Europe’.94 

John Connally, the confidant of  Nixon and US Treasury Secretary, was 
especially vocal in emphasising such thinking. In Connally’s opinion, EEC 
enlargement would only have negative consequences for US economic interests 
because it would increase the number of  countries that would adopt protec-
tionist policies.95 Connally appears to have been somewhat of  a bête noire for 
British policy-making elites. Greenhill noted that Connally ‘roughly handled’ 
the British chancellor of  the exchequer, Anthony Barber, during meetings. 
Heath was equally frustrated with Connally and he remarked that they had 
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‘killed the wrong man at Dallas’. Officials tasked with Britain’s EEC negotia-
tions even speculated as to whether Connally was advising Nixon against 
supporting British membership.96

Economic arguments, though important in the opinion of  Nixon, were not 
critical in determining US policy towards British membership of  the EEC. Nixon 
accepted that Heath was determined to obtain British membership of  the EEC 
and, as a result, US economic interests were likely to suffer. This, though, would 
be counterbalanced by the political benefits derived from British membership.97 
As the president candidly explained, the ‘economic guys’ should be ‘screwing’ 
one another, and ‘there ought to be a lot of  screwing going on’ but fundamen-
tally ‘the political aspects of  our relations should be overriding for both sides’.98 
In a less robust fashion, Nixon issued a memorandum in January 1971 that 
explained US economic policy had to ‘maintain close coordination with basic 
foreign policy objectives’.99 In the final assessment, Nixon was not prepared 
to sacrifice the political–military relationship with Europe for short-term 
economic gains.100

As the president made clear, the political aspects of  EEC enlargement 
were what fundamentally mattered. On this topic, Nixon’s political advisers 
presented conflicting advice. Walter Annenberg, the US ambassador to the UK, 
argued that British membership would advance US interests as it increased the 
likelihood that Europe would have a more ‘outward’ looking mentality, imply-
ing that Europe would assume a greater role in the global containment of  
the USSR. It also created the potential that the EEC would assume a greater 
proportion of  the European defence burden.101 Similar advice was provided 
by the State Department which supported their position by bringing in wider 
European questions, notably concerns about West Germany. They suggested 
that British membership was required because it would act as a natural coun-
terweight to West German dominance of  the EEC. Perhaps these arguments 
held particular resonance with the president given his ongoing concerns vis-à-
vis West Germany’s policy of  Ostpolitik.102 

The State Department’s advice was largely a regurgitation of  what it had 
recommended throughout the Kennedy–Johnson years.103 Unsurprisingly, 
given the growing bureaucratic squabbling between the State Department and 
Kissinger, such advice was met with little sympathy from him or his aides.104 
In October 1969, after prompting from his subordinates, Kissinger ordered a 
review of  US policy towards EEC enlargement.105 Kissinger himself  was reticent 
about EEC enlargement, given that his tendency to see international relations 
through a realist perspective provoked apprehension towards the emergence 
of  another bloc of  powers.106 As Kissinger had written in 1965, ‘European 
unity is not a major cure-all for Atlantic disagreements. In many respects it 
may magnify rather than reduce differences.’107 Kissinger articulated similar 
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arguments when in government, arguing that an ‘independent Europe could 
prove to be a competitive power center with the US’.108

Such evidence should not be taken as indicative of  Kissinger’s European 
policy. It has to be remembered that Kissinger balanced such judgements by 
arguing, ‘Our security and our prosperity are both insolubly linked with the 
security and prosperity of  Western Europe’.109 For Kissinger, American secu-
rity could not be divorced from that of  Western Europe. Moreover, economics, 
which was being pushed so heavily as a reason against supporting EEC expan-
sion, was actually of  marginal concern to Kissinger. He was notorious for 
demonstrating a lack of  knowledge of, or interest in, economics during his 
early years in office. As Arthur Burns, the chairman of  the Federal Reserve, 
noted, Kissinger was, self-admittedly, ‘ignorant’ about economics.110 

The report ordered by Kissinger about EEC enlargement was largely support-
ive of  the concept and it noted that it was, in the main, in the interests of  the 
US. As the report reasoned, if  Britain failed to gain entry into the EEC, it ‘might 
well leave us saddled with the UK and the pound in a permanent client status’. 
This would have obvious negative economic consequences, but any hopes of  
increased military burden-sharing would also be negated.111 A month later, 
another paper on EEC expansion was produced that largely repeated this argu-
ment.112 These internal working papers were finally established as a National 
Security Decision Memorandum which concluded that the US would ‘support 
… expansion of  the membership of  the Community’.113

Nixon thus re-affirmed the earlier policy of  the Kennedy–Johnson adminis-
trations of  supporting British membership of  the EEC. This did not, however, 
cement US policy. Rather, highly influential US officials continued to question 
the wisdom of  pursuing this course. Nixon’s economic advisers continued 
with their onslaught of  advice, suggesting a more proactive approach should 
be taken to defend US economic interests.114 It was clear during the break-
down of  the Bretton Woods system in 1971 that Nixon was following some 
of  this advice. Whilst his economic advisers were far from unanimous in their 
support for taking a tougher line in trade disputes, the advice from the likes of  
John Connally won through.115 Accordingly, as Donald Rumsfeld noted, Nixon 
decided to ‘grab the old shotgun and pull the trigger’.116 This took the form of  
halting dollar–gold convertibility and placing a 10 per cent surcharge on all 
imports. These decisions were reached in the utmost secrecy and took scant 
regard for America’s allies. By the beginning of  1972, it is right to conclude 
that, at least in the economic realm, US–European relations had turned into a 
‘competitive relationship’.117

Kissinger and his staff  also remained less than convinced that US interests 
were best served by encouraging British membership of  the EEC. Sonnenfeldt 
took his concerns to the president, where he complained about the EEC’s lack 
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of  leadership and the unwillingness of  the European states to contribute more 
fully to the NATO alliance. Nixon agreed with this assessment, noting that there 
was a ‘vacuum of  leadership in Europe which we must fill’. Even Annenberg 
had tempered his earlier advice, warning: ‘Heath is thinking “Britain first” and 
wants Britain to command respect in the world. As we noted in our last exami-
nation of  British foreign policy last December this assertive attitude is bound to 
result in differences between us.’ US policy-makers, whilst officially supporting 
British membership of  the EEC, were privately far more reticent.118

Regardless of  US policy, it became increasingly obvious that Britain would 
attain membership of  the EEC. Following a long meeting between Heath and 
Pompidou in May 1971, a fundamental agreement had been struck to allow 
British entry into the EEC. Following further negotiations, it was confirmed 
that Britain would enter the EEC on 1 January 1973.119 This clearly signified  
that the British had, at some level at least, accepted that their future inter-
ests would largely be bound to those of  the European region. No longer would 
the UK seek a global role on the scale that it had done previously and it also 
signalled that the Heath government was determined to operate within the 
framework of  the EEC. This would mean that the UK would be looking to estab-
lish not only common economic policies with their EEC partners but political 
ones also.120 All of  this created the potential for US–UK disagreements in the 
near future. 

 Détente and its consequence

Since taking office, Nixon had sought to reconfigure US foreign policy in order 
to confront the myriad problems facing the US. Amongst the most pressing 
included the American extrication from Vietnam, along with the worsening 
economic situation. For Nixon, the US was facing a gradual decline in its global 
power and this needed to be tackled. Détente was the policy through which 
these circumstances were managed.121 The establishment of  détente with the 
USSR, the opening to the PRC, and the subsequent impact this would have 
upon US foreign policy actions – notably during the India–Pakistan War – had 
profound ramifications for US–UK relations. Negotiations encouraged by the 
détente process, notably the CSCE and MBFR, also produced US–UK difference 
but also considerable diplomatic consultation. 

During Nixon and Heath’s first meeting, the president insisted he wanted 
close US–UK consultation which would not only occur during moments of  
crisis but would rather become a routine activity.122 Throughout the ensuing 
years, this declaration would prove rather hollow. For example, Nixon’s 
opening to the PRC was conducted without any prior consultation with the 
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British. Likewise, Nixon’s major Vietnam policies, including the incursion into 
Cambodia, the Easter bombings, and the Christmas bombings of  1972, were 
taken without even a modicum of  discussion with their British ally taking 
place.123 The deepening of  US–USSR bilateral diplomacy also largely excluded 
the British. Ironically, since the governments of  Macmillan and Wilson, British 
policy had sought to achieve superpower détente. Once achieved, it was now 
viewed as being just as irksome as superpower confrontation!124 As Kissinger 
astutely noted in his memoirs, détente had created a predicament where the 
Europeans ‘dreaded a US–Soviet condominium’.125 Or, as he suggested in 
private conversation, the real reason the Europeans were distrustful of  détente 
was that they ‘didn’t do it themselves’.126 As another commentator stated in 
1970, ‘for Europeans, contemporary America is doubtless a less certain protec-
tor, a less committed partner’.127 Certainly, such descriptions applied to many 
parts of  the British policy-making establishment.

Before assuming office, both Nixon and Kissinger had argued that the US 
had to engineer a rapprochement with the PRC.128 Once in the White House, 
the president set out to accomplish this and by November 1971, following 
many months of  intricate and secretive diplomacy, US efforts paid off. Nixon 
was invited to the PRC; his visit was set for February 1972.129 There should 
have been very little in Nixon’s rapprochement with the PRC to have caused 
US–UK disagreement. British policy had traditionally been more amenable to 
Mao’s China than that of  the US and Britain had officially recognised the PRC in 
January 1950 (leading to disagreement between London and Washington).130 
Moreover, when Heath had taken power, he too was seeking to improve rela-
tions with the PRC.131 US–UK problems largely existed due to the manner 
in which the president established his opening to the PRC, because Nixon 
demanded that the US–PRC rapprochement be conducted with the utmost of  
secrecy – only four days prior notification was given to British officials regard-
ing the president’s forthcoming visit to the PRC.132 This was hardly a sufficient 
amount of  time for Britain to proffer advice on Nixon’s endeavours. The limited 
pre-warning, coupled with the total lack of  consultation, contradicted Nixon’s 
earlier espousal of  a desire for ‘close and continual’ US–UK consultation. Heath 
was also personally piqued by Nixon’s actions, because he had kept the US fully 
informed of  his own efforts to improve relations with the PRC. Nixon’s conduct 
stood in stark contrast to this.133 

Aside from upsetting Heath personally, the opening to the PRC had other 
discernible effects upon US–UK relations. The most obvious ramification was 
the policy pursued by the US during the India–Pakistan War (December 1971), 
which was governed by wider geopolitical considerations to the neglect of  the 
realities driving the conflict on the ground.134 Border disputes between China 
and India had led to war in 1962 and China had subsequently supported 
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Pakistan as a counterweight to Indian power (which was in turn supported 
by the USSR). Indian–Pakistani tensions were running high over the future 
of  East Pakistan (modern-day Bangladesh), and the possibility of  an Indian–
Chinese confrontation mounted. From the perspective of  the Nixon White 
House, the signing of  the Indian–Soviet treaty of  August 1971 confirmed their 
long-held suspicions about Indian ‘neutralism’ in the Cold War and height-
ened the possibility of  an Indian–Soviet conflagration with China–Pakistan.135 

This context, together with the importance Nixon attached to the PRC 
opening, resulted in the US ‘tilting’ towards Pakistan during the India–Pakistan 
war.136 With the war barely three days old, Pakistan was faring badly, and the 
naval losses of  two destroyers and a submarine gave naval superiority to Indian 
forces. Further, the Indian army – if  not supreme – was forcing its Pakistan 
counterpart to retreat from East Pakistan.137 The Nixon White House watched 
the unfolding events with increasing alarm, and therefore sought a ceasefire 
agreement in the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) which was designed 
to halt the fighting and leave the Pakistani forces in East Pakistan.

US policy was designed primarily with a view to supporting Pakistan’s presi-
dent Yahya Khan, as Pakistan under his rule provided a useful bulwark against 
what the US perceived was Soviet-backed Indian expansion in the region. Thus, 
the US ambassador at the United Nations, George H. Bush, labelled the Indians 
as the aggressor in the war, and called for a ceasefire which would return East 
Pakistan to Pakistani control.138 This turn of  events, however, brought US 
and UK policy into direct conflict. British officials believed that the war had 
erupted as a result of  Pakistani provocation. Moreover, the British did not view 
the conflict through the Cold War lens that Washington did and concluded 
that Indian actions were in response to local factors and were not designed 
as a smokescreen for possible Soviet aggrandisement in the region. For these 
reasons, Heath rejected the US ceasefire terms.139 

Following further fighting, East Pakistan was annexed and declared indepen-
dent by India. US moves to influence the outcome had been largely ineffective. 
For instance, the despatching of  a US naval task force to act as a ‘signal’ to the 
USSR against interfering was unable to prevent the Pakistani army suffering a 
military defeat at the hands of  Indian forces.140 In Washington, recrimination 
was the order of  the day. Both Nixon and Kissinger believed that if  the British 
had supported their UNSC Resolution then the war could have been stopped 
before Pakistan’s defeat.141 Not all shared this assessment, and other US  
officials had little sympathy with Kissinger’s ‘tantrums’. Nixon’s chief  of  staff, 
H. R. Haldeman, believed the US response to the war had been ill-conceived and 
that Kissinger’s actions had created a diplomatic ‘loss’ for the US. In his assess-
ment, blaming the British was solely designed by Kissinger to deflect attention 
away from this fact.142 
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Whether the British supporting a UN resolution would have made much 
difference is largely a moot point. What mattered for US–UK relations was the 
fact that both Nixon and Kissinger believed the British had undermined their 
policies. Therefore, a president–prime minister summit scheduled to take place 
in Bermuda in December 1971 was perhaps an impromptu moment for such 
an event to be held. Nonetheless, as Sonnenfeldt noted, it gave the opportunity 
for Britain and America to ‘mend fences’.143 British diplomats welcomed this 
American attitude. The FCO was especially keen to exploit the summit; they 
saw it as an opportunity to repair some of  the fallout over both the Bretton 
Woods collapse and the India–Pakistan war.144 

At the summit, Nixon and Kissinger elaborated on their recent policy initia-
tives. They explained why they had not been able to communicate their decision 
over the China opening but promised that, ‘We’d like to keep you informed on 
a personal basis’ about US policy in the upcoming months. They also explained 
their policy regarding the India–Pakistan war. Again, Nixon promised to estab-
lish firmer US–UK consultations to avoid future misunderstandings of  one 
another’s policies. Nixon also explained why he had adopted his economic poli-
cies during the year.145

In addition, US–UK nuclear cooperation was discussed with the ongoing 
Polaris Improvement Project, initiated soon after Heath had won office, being 
of  greatest importance, given that it required additional US assistance. The 
president gave his personal assurance that this cooperation would continue.146 
The discussions appeared to have met the FCO’s ambition of  ensuring recent 
US–UK difficulty did not impinge upon the wider relationship. Moreover, Nixon 
had announced at the beginning of  the conference that the US would abolish 
the 10 per cent surcharge upon all imports that it had enacted earlier in the 
year.147 While not undertaken because of  Heath’s diplomacy, the fact remained 
that the timing of  the announcement coincided with the start of  the Bermuda 
talks, thus affording the prime minister the allure of  international influence 
upon US policy decisions.

Theory and reality

The Bermuda Conference gave an impression that recent difficulties in US–UK 
relations were in the past. As one newspaper reported, the US–UK relation-
ship was embarking upon a ‘new era’, but one in which the Atlantic alliance 
remained as the ‘cornerstone of  the free world’s defence’.148 Publicly, the pres-
ident’s press secretary, Ron Ziegler, also gave the impression that Nixon had 
enjoyed his talks with Heath.149 When Heath arrived back in London, he 
conveyed a similar impression that recent US–UK difficulties were now settled. 
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He informed his colleagues that he had managed to get US agreement for 
increased diplomatic consultation and that the US would keep his government 
fully informed about the developing superpower relationship.150 US officialdom 
did little to disabuse their British counterparts of  such an opinion.151

This new era in US–UK openness was quickly shown to be illusory. Nixon’s 
visit to the PRC (21–28 February 1972) illustrated that the assurances he 
had given to Heath were little more than words.152 British officialdom received 
no more information regarding the US visit than any other European power. 
Thus, the FCO had to rely upon television coverage to gauge how the visit was 
progressing. Moreover, such a predicament heightened British suspicions of  US 
motives and about what the US was actually discussing with the PRC.153 

Lord Cromer was subsequently ordered to ‘smoke out’ Kissinger to ascer-
tain the US’s motives.154 Cromer, for his part, was clearly more relaxed about 
the American silence than his colleagues. Whilst Nixon had declared his visit 
to the PRC as ‘the week that changed the world’, Cromer believed that the lack 
of  communication could be attributed to American embarrassment at not 
having reached any substantive agreements with the PRC. This view was also 
shared by the UK Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC).155 A survey of  the memo-
randums of  the conversations which took place between Chairman Mao, 
Prime Minister Chou En Lai, President Nixon, and Henry Kissinger appear to 
somewhat undermine such an assessment.156 The subject of  Taiwan, though 
originally dismissed by Kissinger in his memoirs as having been a peripheral 
issue and thus mentioned only briefly, was discussed in detail.157 Obviously, 
a potential change in America’s military and legal commitments to Taiwan 
would have practical implications for Asia. Moreover, the Shanghai communi-
qué – coupled with the geopolitical implications of  the visit – demonstrated the 
rising significance of  the US–PRC relationship on the global stage.158 

Despite Cromer’s personal assessment, he followed his instructions and 
sought to learn more from Kissinger. The British ambassador was to have little 
success. Unable to gain an audience with Kissinger, he had to make do with 
a debriefing from William Rogers. Cromer was under no illusions as to what 
Rogers would be able to divulge and complained to London: ‘I doubt whether 
we shall learn a great deal from this source.’159 President Nixon’s personal 
correspondence with Heath also produced little more information. British  
officials had little unique US information with which to determine the outcome 
of  Nixon’s China visit. Instead, their assessments were drawn from the 
Shanghai communiqué, Secretary Rogers’ briefing to NATO, and discussions 
with minor US officials.160 

Nixon’s personal promise to keep Heath informed regarding his thinking on 
world affairs was not apparent during his visit to the PRC. It should not be forgot-
ten, however, that Heath did actually support Nixon’s rapprochement with the 
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PRC. Indeed, British support of  Nixon’s PRC policies won him approval. The 
British had been ‘damn good’ about the PRC opening, Nixon declared during 
a private meeting. ‘We couldn’t have a better ally’ was the opinion of  William 
Rogers.161 Evidently the British government had presented an outward impres-
sion of  warmth to their American colleagues, but the lack of  consultation over 
the PRC opening generated resentment in London. The prime minister wanted 
to be better informed than he was. Washington, however, was not forthcom-
ing on this occasion.

The reason for this was manifold. As outlined above, the Nixon administra-
tion had conducted their diplomacy with the PRC in an extremely secretive 
fashion. The possibility of  US–PRC interaction being leaked prior to Nixon offi-
cially opening relations was something the president was not prepared to risk. 
There was, however, a wider structural issue at play, and that was simply that 
the UK was no longer important or powerful enough to warrant close consul-
tation on all facets of  US foreign policy.162 UK policy-makers certainly would 
have preferred deep consultative discussions with their US counterparts. Given 
the importance attached to Hong Kong by the British, perhaps there was a 
legitimate basis of  complaint. Regardless, the Nixon administration appeared 
none too interested in British sensibilities. As the president summed up in 
conversation: 

Heath – comes here, he loves to talk about, ‘Oh, how was your trip to China?’ 
He likes to talk about the Russian arms, what we’re going to do about 
[unclear] of  course he does. And what’s going to happen in the Mideast, and 
what can we do. But he knows, as he talks to me, that what the British do 
doesn’t make a damn bit of  a difference in the world anymore. It’s too bad, 
but it’s true.163

SALT and Moscow

Following Nixon’s visit to the PRC, he once again shocked onlookers by 
announcing a visit to the USSR. As with the PRC opening, the strictest secrecy 
was employed in engineering this summit. Again, the British were only given 
brief  notice about the visit.164 British officials were deeply concerned about 
Nixon’s latest gambit and the FCO commissioned a paper that would pre-empt 
any ‘fait accomplis’ that Britain would have to face as a result of  the Moscow 
summit. A US–USSR summit was seen to hold much greater potential for 
damaging British interests than the US–PRC rapprochement not least because 
of  the nuclear negotiations that these talks entailed. Of  particular concern was 
the subject of  SALT because the Moscow summit would potentially conclude 
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some agreement which British policy-makers feared would undermine existing 
US–UK nuclear arrangements.165

The SALT process had begun during the Johnson administration and, even 
though US involvement in Vietnam had strained US–USSR relations, by 1968 
Lyndon Johnson had decided to visit the USSR where nuclear arms limitation 
was to be a topic open for serious discussion. Events, however, interceded in 
such plans and the USSR’s invasion of  Czechoslovakia in August 1968 made 
it politically impractical for the US president to visit the USSR, and thus the 
proposed trip was cancelled. With the visit cancelled, progress on SALT stalled 
and it was not until the Nixon administration took power in January 1969 that 
SALT would begin again.166 

For the Nixon administration, SALT was to be taken as one point in the over-
arching policy of  linkage. SALT, therefore, would be linked to advances in other 
areas of  US–USSR interaction. In particular, the US government was deter-
mined not to move on SALT until a satisfactory Berlin agreement had been 
reached with Moscow.167 SALT was also conducted on a bilateral basis between 
the two superpowers. As Nixon candidly put it in discussion with the Soviet 
ambassador to the United States, Anatoly Dobrynin:

Let’s be realistic. The key to this sort of  thing [SALT] is what the two major 
nuclear powers will do. It is a question of  leadership at the top – I don’t mean 
at the top of  governments, but at the top of  this group of  five.168

Such an attitude was worrying from the British perspective as any SALT agree-
ment could have consequences for British interests. A general concern was 
that SALT would gradually erode the US nuclear guarantee to NATO. This, of  
course, was hardly a new phenomenon. Since the origins of  NATO, a perennial 
British concern had been that the US would loosen its nuclear commitments. 
More specifically was the worry that the US would agree a SALT treaty that 
would prevent future US–UK nuclear cooperation.169 

It should not be forgotten that Heath’s government supported the general 
concept of  SALT because it was deemed to promote long-term British interests 
as it would halt a needless arms race and encourage a more stable interna-
tional order.170 Nonetheless, there were specific points of  interest where SALT 
concerned the British government. These included the possibility of  an Anti-
ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty, a ‘No Transfer’ agreement and a reduction in 
Forward Base Systems. Perhaps the most worrisome aspect was the possi-
bility that SALT would curtail existing and future US–UK nuclear weapons 
cooperation. The ‘No Transfer’ possibility was, therefore, viewed with particu-
lar concern. Officials within the MOD had ascertained that the US had agreed 
with the Soviets to not circumvent a SALT agreement by providing ‘significant’ 
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nuclear weapons to a third party. It also suggested that nuclear assistance, i.e. 
providing other states with nuclear technology, would be limited or entirely 
outlawed.171 

This had obvious ramifications for Britain’s Polaris deterrent yet the US 
had made no mention of  this directly to them.172 Instead, the British govern-
ment learned this information from Raymond Garthoff, a member of  the US 
SALT negotiating team. However, Garthoff  did not represent White House 
policy because Nixon preferred to negotiate the substance of  SALT through 
Kissinger’s backchannel with Anatoly Dobrynin.173 This was obviously prob-
lematic from the British perspective as they were unaware of  the content of  
these meetings. While the British received briefings on the general thrust of  US 
policy (something Nixon had insisted on, much to the chagrin of  his defense 
secretary, Melvin Laird), the fact remained that British policy-makers felt they 
were not adequately briefed about US intentions.174 As such, we can see from 
British documentation that a general trend can be discerned: as US–USSR 
détente established itself, British fears of  US–UK nuclear cooperation being 
curtailed increased.175 

Once Nixon’s visit to Moscow was under way (May 1972), Heath sought 
to gather as much information as possible about the trip. Establishing the 
finer details of  the SALT agreement was viewed as fundamentally important. 
Compared to China, British officials were much more successful. To be sure, 
the British ambassador in Moscow, John Killick, reported that he had nothing 
of  substance to inform London. ‘We seem to be out in the cold’ was Solly 
Zuckerman’s appraisal.176 Heath, however, was not as much ‘out in the cold’ as 
such reports would suggest. Unbeknownst to Killick and Zuckerman, Kissinger 
had agreed to keep Trend privately informed of  American negotiations at the 
summit.177 Regardless of  this channel, British officials continued to suspect 
that the Americans were not supplying them with the full picture. To compen-
sate for this, Douglas-Home ordered the British Embassy in Washington to try 
to elicit further information from Kissinger. While gaining more knowledge, 
the British remained sceptical about US policy.178 

Though British officials may have been nervous about the likely contents 
of  a US–USSR nuclear arms agreement, the ones reached, in particular the 
interim SALT I agreement and the ABM treaty, were on balance viewed opti-
mistically.179 The ABM treaty was generally interpreted as being in the British 
interest because it had prevented the widespread deployment of  ABMs. Those 
tasked with analysing such matters believed that widespread ABM deployment 
would have led to serious questions about the credibility of  Britain’s nuclear 
deterrent. Therefore, the final US–USSR agreement to limit their ABM deploy-
ment to only two sites, and for the ABMs to total only 100 interceptors apiece, 
was seen to have prevented their widespread deployment.180
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The US was not ignorant of  potential British and NATO concerns about 
what SALT meant for future security cooperation. Nixon had sought to reas-
sure Heath that the US government would never enter into an agreement with 
the Soviet Union that would undermine Britain’s nuclear ability.181 The presi-
dent also publicly sought to reassure his allies and in a joint session of  Congress 
Nixon stated that:

By the same token, we must stand steadfastly with our NATO partners if  
negotiations leading us to a new détente and a mutual reduction of  forces 
in Europe are to be productive. Maintaining the strength, integrity, and 
steadfastness of  our free world alliances is the foundation on which all of  
our other initiatives for peace and security in the world must rest. As we seek 
better relations with those who have been our adversaries, we will not let 
down our friends and allies around the world.182 

None of  these reassurances did much to alleviate suspicions within the FCO or 
MOD in London. Thus, both departments continued to advise the prime minis-
ter that he should seek to bilaterally utilise his relationship with Nixon to gain 
more information about US policy.183

These continued British feelings of  marginalisation were reported to 
Washington, which presented an interesting conundrum for US policy-
makers. Since the outset of  détente, key US officials had feared this could create 
the ‘atmospherics of  peace’, which in turn could be exploited by the USSR.184 
Superpower détente could also easily be perceived as superpower duplicity 
and British officials made this known to Kissinger and Rogers on numerous 
occasions.185 Given Nixon’s exploits in China, along with the signing of  the 
SALT and ABM agreements, US policy-makers were especially conscious of  
such accusations.186 Consequently, the president attempted to sooth British 
concerns about a potential superpower condominium. Nixon assured Trend 
that the US would not ‘go off ’ with the USSR and establish agreements that 
would negatively infringe upon the allies of  the US. Nixon offered ‘very private 
President to Prime Minister talks through the White House Channel’ to further 
explain the content of  US–USSR diplomacy.187

Nixon’s offer of  bilateral contact did little to quell British suspicions. Reports 
continued to arrive in Washington about British concerns towards détente, 
superpower summitry and SALT. Kissinger’s visit to Moscow in September 1972 
was reported by David Kennedy, the US permanent representative to NATO, to 
have raised particular concern.188 Such reporting was, however, contradicted 
by Secretary Rogers. He informed the president that the British were satisfied 
with the consultation they were receiving over US–USSR bilateral diplomacy 
with Kissinger’s personal briefings being particularly appreciated.189
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In private, British assessments were much more in keeping with the analy-
sis offered by Kennedy. British officialdom remained highly sceptical about the 
entire direction of  the détente process. As the highly influential JIC argued, 
whilst superpower summits were unlikely to fundamentally alter the foreign 
policy of  either superpower, the increased communication between the two 
superpowers underscored the ‘special nature’ of  their relationship. This would 
set in motion the opportunity for further exclusive superpower summits which 
increased the likelihood of  a superpower settlement that would undermine 
British security interests.190 

The US engaging more heavily in bilateral diplomacy with the USSR thus 
served to increase British concerns about détente. Indeed, at the Moscow 
summit in May 1972 the two superpowers had gone some way to institution-
alising their relationship when they signed an agreement of  ‘basic principles’ 
which would underpin US–USSR conduct of  foreign affairs.191 Interestingly, 
this increased superpower bilateralism appears to have had a direct impact on 
Britain’s European policy as the extension of  superpower bilateral diplomacy 
supported Heath’s argument that EEC membership was essential for safe-
guarding Britain’s interests in a world dominated by two superpowers.192 As 
one Cabinet briefing paper stated: ‘The spectacle of  the two superpowers locked 
in private talks for over a week, with most of  the US Government machin-
ery excluded, reinforces the need for progress towards a common European 
foreign policy.’193 The Nixon administration’s level of  briefings on the PRC and 
Moscow openings irritated officials in Whitehall. The president did not feel he 
needed to consult with Britain in order to achieve what he wanted. On the 
actual substance of  the talks, this was clearly the case. The US could consult 
the British if  they desired, but ultimately British opinion was of  little weight. US 
policy, however, was hardly conducive to alliance solidarity.

On the one hand we can appreciate why British officials continued to be 
sceptical about American policy. The Nixon administration was never really 
forthcoming in providing the level of  detail about their discussions with the 
USSR which could have perhaps alleviated British fears. Added to this was  
the fact that the British government was at this stage in the process of  analys-
ing whether or not their own strategic nuclear deterrent, Polaris, required 
upgrading and, if  it did, then deciding what the preferred method for achiev-
ing this was. Obviously, reaching a decision would be dictated in large measure  
by the American attitude, and the likely American response to any British 
request for further nuclear assistance would be influenced by the US’s own  
strategic arms programmes and any legal obligations to which they had 
committed. Even in such a context, British fears that the US would perma-
nently undermine the US–UK nuclear relationship in order to secure a 
US–USSR nuclear arms agreement were slightly exaggerated. The Nixon  
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administration did not believe it had to reach any agreement on ‘third party’ 
nuclear weapons in order to achieve a SALT agreement. As Nixon and  
Kissinger had made clear during private conversations with Soviet officials,  
the US would not enter into negotiations with the USSR about the British 
nuclear deterrent.194 Nevertheless, British concerns about the reliability of  the 
United States continued. 

CSCE and MBFR

As the US and USSR continued their détente agenda, other areas of  interna-
tional diplomacy continued to be a source of  US–UK disagreement. The first of  
these related to the possibility of  a CSCE. The USSR had sought a CSCE since 
the 1950s, because it saw this as a potential opportunity for ratifying the post-
World War II borders of  Europe.195 Regardless of  actual Soviet intentions, this 
was how the Nixon administration viewed Soviet motives.196 Until the begin-
ning of  the 1970s there had been limited progress on the CSCE. Previously, 
the USSR had insisted that the CSCE should be conducted exclusively between 
the USSR and European states. This insistence to exclude the US realistically 
prevented any further development on the CSCE. By 1970, however, the USSR 
accepted that the US should be present in the CSCE negotiations. The CSCE 
was now a subject that could no longer be ignored. As Kissinger explained to 
Nixon, a refusal to engage in the CSCE would give the USSR an easy propa-
ganda victory. More worryingly, US obduracy could result in Western Europe 
negotiating bilaterally with the USSR, and reaching an agreement which could 
undermine US interests.197 

For the Nixon administration, such changes were unwelcome. The CSCE 
was seen by the president and Kissinger as an irritant. One of  Kissinger’s aides 
claimed that Kissinger viewed the CSCE with ‘disdain’.198 Certainly, if  you go 
through the US documentation pertaining to the CSCE, you will find numer-
ous examples of  both Nixon and Kissinger casting scorn upon the entire 
CSCE process.199 This lack of  interest in the CSCE has been noted by several 
writers.200 Nevertheless, all of  this misses a broader point. While the Nixon 
White House had little enthusiasm for the CSCE, it was viewed as another tool 
in which the US could exert leverage upon the USSR. This meant progress on 
the CSCE would be linked directly to matters deemed more important, such as 
Vietnam, SALT and a Berlin settlement. Washington believed that the Soviets 
were enthusiastic about the CSCE; delaying movement on the CSCE then was 
seen as having the potential to soften Soviet policy in other areas. Accordingly, 
US policy directly linked progress on a Berlin settlement with movement on the 
CSCE.201
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Senior members of  Heath’s government were equally disdainful about  
the idea of  a CSCE. Douglas-Home, for instance, told American officials  
that he would prefer the CSCE to never take place. The CSCE was a ‘horrify-
ing prospect’, he later told William Rogers.202 Lord Carrington made similar  
views known. For Carrington, the CSCE would create the impression that 
the USSR no longer posed a threat to Western security, and would critically 
undermine efforts to improve NATO’s defence commitments.203 In spite of  
this, the British understood that given that East–West relations were improv-
ing within the broader climate of  détente, resisting the CSCE would become 
increasingly difficult. Other states, notably West Germany and France, were 
looking to the CSCE as a means of  significantly improving East–West rela-
tions and were actively pursuing a policy that would see one come into being. 
In a sense, Douglas-Home was correct when he claimed that the CSCE was 
‘unavoidable’.204 

While the Nixon administration was seeking to extrapolate concessions in 
other areas of  US–USSR diplomacy for participating in the CSCE, the Heath 
administration sought a quick conclusion to the project. For the British, this 
would ensure that nothing of  substance would be dealt with. Furthermore, it 
would also prevent any type of  superpower deal that would trade the CSCE for 
some larger prize. The British, therefore, sought to be actively engaged in the 
negotiations in order to craft the CSCE according to their interests. This position 
was reported to Washington and one telegram noted, the British government 
believed: ‘The West does not stand to gain from a CSCE so the Allies should try to 
get the Conference over with quickly rather than dawdle unduly over probably 
fruitless efforts to secure substantive results’. Internal studies in Washington 
only confirmed that this was actual British policy.205

Clearly, US and UK policy towards the CSCE contradicted one another. The 
US sought a long, drawn-out negotiation as a means of  convincing the USSR 
to take a softer line in other areas of  its foreign policy. The British, mean-
while, wanted a speedy resolution to the project and a CSCE which dealt with 
little in the form of  substance. Nonetheless, it was not until 1972 that these 
differences began to have a practical effect upon US–UK relations. With the 
signing of  the first protocol on a Berlin settlement in September 1971, Western 
European enthusiasm for a CSCE grew. This only encouraged the British to find 
a common Western negotiating position regarding the CSCE. The US, mean-
while, was encouraging its Western allies to delay progress. Nixon, having 
achieved Soviet movement with regards to Berlin, decided now to delay prog-
ress on the CSCE until the Soviets had made substantive moves on MBFR and 
arms control.206 

This policy shift in Washington did not sit well with those in London. As 
Denis Greenhill complained to his deputy, Thomas Brimelow:
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I find the American attitude ... rather disturbing. If  they are going to lie low at 
the Conference it will greatly weaken our defences against a Russian attempt 
to steam roller an undesirable Declaration of  Principles. The Americans may 
not like the idea of  the conference any more than we do and may rightly 
blame the Europeans for permitting it to come about. But it would be very 
serious if  they abandoned us at this point and let the Russians have a major 
propaganda victory.207

That there was a tactical conflict in US and UK policy should not have come 
as a surprise to Washington. Douglas-Home had informed Rogers that trying 
to stall the CSCE would only provide a propaganda coup for the USSR and as 
such the West should seek its swift conclusion. Both Nixon and Kissinger were 
aware of  British thinking: ‘The British believe that a Conference is an unavoid-
able evil, should be given short shrift, and closed out as quickly as possible with 
minimum damage’.208 

Being aware of  British policy did not mean that the Nixon administration 
was happy with it and they continued to seek to delay the CSCE. Indeed, it was 
their stated ambition to avoid any CSCE agreement in 1972.209 However, British 
negotiators at the CSCE were pushing for a resolution to the project. From 
the perspective of  the US, British policy was clearly undermining their wider 
foreign policy objectives. Simply put, if  the British managed to force through a 
CSCE agreement then the US would have less leverage in persuading the USSR 
to adopt a less hostile stance on matters deemed to be of  greater importance 
by Washington, i.e. arms control and MBFR. The president, therefore, took 
the opportunity during a meeting with Burke Trend to repeat US policy and 
admonish British behaviour at the CSCE negotiations. As Trend reported to 
London, Nixon claimed that Britain’s CSCE policy had harmed Western inter-
ests. The US wanted the negotiations to be dragged out for as long as possible 
as this would allow the West to enact a degree of  influence on other areas of  
Soviet policy. The line which British policy was pursuing had squandered this 
political leverage.210 

While aware of  US dissatisfaction, it did little to affect the course of  
British policy. More broadly, British efforts were all rather moot given the  
evolution of  events. A swift resolution to the CSCE appeared unlikely  
given that the Multilateral Preparatory Talks, which convened in November 
1972, had representatives from over 35 countries. Aside from the simple  
mass of  countries present was the more important problem that little common 
agreement existed between them. Thus, it was always likely that finding 
a common agreement would be an arduous process. Events would later  
prove this to be the case, given that the CSCE would not be concluded until 
August 1975. 
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In spite of  US–UK disagreements over the CSCE, it should not be seen as 
indicative of  a relationship fraught with difficulties.211 Certainly differences of  
opinion existed regarding the substance of  what a CSCE should contain and 
the tactical approach each side should take towards it. However, there were 
no major ramifications for US–UK relations. Differences on the CSCE were not 
seriously impairing good relations, as both countries were kept informed of  
one another’s policy intentions. Such differences are better viewed as a natural 
policy schism between two countries. Furthermore, the CSCE was simply not 
important enough at this stage to have serious consequences for bilateral 
relations. 

MBFR

The spectre of  MBFR was an area of  deeper concern for US and UK policy-
makers. As Kissinger expressed, if  the MBFR was not handled correctly, it 
had the potential to ‘screw’ the entire NATO alliance.212 Likewise, the British 
government believed MBFR could potentially damage its security interests. 
British concerns centred on a large reduction in NATO’s conventional forces 
on a symmetrical basis. This meant that both sides would reduce their forces 
equally. Internal studies produced by the British Ministry of  Defence revealed 
that NATO’s conventional force position would relatively worsen vis-à-vis the 
Warsaw Pact if  such a policy was enacted. Accordingly, NATO would have 
to rely more heavily on nuclear weapons for occasions when their use would 
have been deemed inappropriate. As such, a ceiling approach to the negotia-
tions was preferable which meant that an agreement on a set number of  forces 
which each side could possess would be sought.213 

Regardless of  the actual specifics, Heath’s government wanted the MBFR to 
be vigorously analysed within NATO. Substantive policy was to be agreed in 
this forum and only then would serious negotiations with the Warsaw Pact 
begin. Heath’s government clearly attached great significance to this given 
that, during the first high-level meeting with the Nixon administration, both 
Carrington and Douglas-Home made their reservations known about MBFR. 
Both argued that NATO required force modernisation, and that an MBFR agree-
ment would only undermine efforts to convince NATO members to improve 
their defence efforts.214 

When he assumed the presidency, Nixon gave little attention to MBFR and 
it was only by the middle of  1971 that this position began to alter due to a 
number of  interlocking factors. Economics was clearly one reason behind 
this change given that the balance of  payments difficulties facing the US had 
become particularly acute by 1971. MBFR was, thus, viewed as an opportunity 
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to reduce America’s military burden and help ease such economic prob-
lems.215 MBFR was also seen as an attractive way of  hedging against unilateral 
reductions in military forces by NATO members. The thinking ran that NATO 
members would enact force reductions regardless of  any MBFR settlement 
being reached. Therefore, an MBFR agreement could allow NATO to reduce its 
forces without having to suffer the strategic consequences of  this being done 
unilaterally.216 

Domestic politics were also prevalent in altering US policy. Confronting 
a hostile Congress which demanded troop reductions globally (in 1971 the 
Democrat Senator George McGovern, who would contest the 1972 presidential 
election, called for the halving of  American forces in Europe), the MBFR offered 
a way for Nixon to reduce America’s commitments while maintaining a rough 
equivalence with the USSR.217 Melvin Laird was especially conscious of  the 
domestic pressures being placed upon the administration. Although initially 
against NATO troop reductions, Laird advised Nixon that NATO troop reduc-
tions were needed to mitigate Congressional demands. In particular, Senator 
Mike Mansfield was leading a sustained attack against the administration’s 
unwillingness to reduce its global military presence, and its failure to convince 
its allies to increase their own military efforts. As such, Laird wanted the US 
to inform NATO that it would have to accept an increased reliance on tactical 
nuclear weapons for its defence, unless greater burden-sharing was enacted.218 

Kissinger was also feeling the effect of  Congressional opinion and the rejec-
tion of  the Nixon administration’s foreign aid budget gave added emphasis 
to the growing reluctance of  the US Congress to continue to fund the US’s 
global defence efforts.219 Following further pressure from Mansfield to reduce 
America’s European force levels, Kissinger suggested to Nixon that a ‘visible 
effort to get MBFR underway’ was needed to placate Congress.220 This then 
serves as a reminder to scholars that domestic political factors can have a 
profound impact upon the course of  foreign policy decisions.221 

As a consequence of  these factors, US MBFR policy was built upon twin 
pillars. It would seek to convince NATO to contribute more to the alliance. If  
this was achieved, then the US could reduce its own commitments without 
affecting the overall make-up of  NATO’s conventional forces. If  this was unsuc-
cessful, then the US would seriously negotiate with the USSR on an MBFR 
settlement. Nixon’s position, however, was to avoid reaching any hasty settle-
ment. Rather, US policy was designed to give an impression to Congress that 
the administration was seriously seeking to reduce America’s military burdens 
in Europe.222 The president had no intention of  being forced into finding a 
quick agreement by US Senators. 

Heath’s government found this shift in US policy all rather disconcert-
ing. Douglas-Home and Carrington still believed NATO would likely be 
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disadvantaged by any MBFR agreement. While understanding Nixon’s need to 
placate Congressional critics, they remained concerned that even beginning 
MBFR negotiations could seriously damage British security interests.223 British 
officials communicated these concerns clearly to their American counterparts 
and Annenberg reported that ‘the more the British look at MBFR, the more 
they dislike it. They see only a very small margin of  safety for NATO in such 
negotiations.’224 At the highest level, Heath expressed British worries to Nixon 
and Douglas-Home repeated similar concerns to Rogers.225 

Such complaints were met with little sympathy within the Nixon admin-
istration. As one aide informed Kissinger, ‘As you know, NATO generally 
takes a more pessimistic view of  the conventional balance in Europe than 
our own inter-agency analysis has shown’.226 However, the US was keen to 
placate their British ally and so Nixon informed Heath that MBFR was only 
being countenanced as it was a necessary ‘holding action’ against his domes-
tic critics and offered further ‘consultation and discussion’. Despite Nixon’s 
efforts, reports continued to arrive in Washington outlining British concerns 
towards MBFR.227 

Like the CSCE negotiations, the long drawn out process of  establishing an 
MBFR settlement was to be a continual source of  disagreement between British 
and American officials. This, however, must be viewed in its proper context. The 
differences over MBFR were not seen as a point of  major difficulty at this stage. 
Rather, it was a subject which both US and UK officials discussed at consid-
erable length amongst themselves. Indeed, such a state of  affairs should be 
deemed a natural part of  diplomacy between states. Disagreement on matters 
as intricate and detailed as MBFR are always likely to occur between two coun-
tries which varied so much in what each would deem to be their vital national 
interests. The fact that such disagreements were discussed often and at length 
between US and UK officials is perhaps indicative of  a close, though not harmo-
nious, relationship between the two countries’ policy-makers.

Conclusion

In opposition to existing accounts that tend to paint an overly dark assessment 
of  US–UK relations during 1969–72, many aspects of  US–UK cooperation 
functioned remarkably smoothly.228 Public and private support for Nixon’s 
policies in Vietnam was provided by the prime minister. Likewise, Heath would 
articulate public support for Nixon’s détente project more generally.229 In a 
similar fashion, Heath received the public backing from the president with 
regard to British membership of  the EEC. Moreover, US–UK interaction was 
maintained and reinvigorated in this period. This was clearly demonstrated 
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in the intelligence realm where the ‘JIC Net’ continued. In keeping with other 
eras, the station chief  of  the CIA was also invited to attend the meetings of  
the JIC. The National Security Agency (NSA), and its British counterpart, 
Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), continued their intelli-
gence relationship. On the nuclear side, US–UK working groups, which had 
been put on hiatus in the Wilson era, were once again resurrected to discuss 
potential avenues for upgrading Polaris.230 

Nevertheless, one should not paint an overly optimistic picture of  US–UK 
relations at this time. Many of  the key foreign policy objectives of  each state 
were causing deep concern in their respective capitals. British policy towards 
the EEC was met with deep scepticism in Washington. The policies emanating 
from détente created resentment and distrust in London. As one British news-
paper had correctly predicted following Nixon’s inauguration, the spectre of  
superpower negotiation would create ‘anxieties’ in London.231 These anxiet-
ies were predicated upon the belief  that superpower discussion would lead to 
superpower condominium, and, in turn, see vital Western security interests 
being sacrificed. Few predicated, however, that superpower détente would have 
larger ramifications for US–UK relations. This was seen throughout Nixon’s 
efforts to court the PRC and the impact this had upon US policy throughout the 
India–Pakistan war. Nixon’s international economic policies, most obviously 
in halting dollar to gold convertibility, again resulted in problems between the 
two countries. It also led to calls in London for closer US–EEC interaction. Most 
importantly, several unresolved points of  difference (namely, Britain’s role 
within the EEC) would have severe ramifications for US–UK bilateral relations 
throughout 1973–74. It is to this that we now turn. 
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